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Microsoft Build:  

Nadella‟s new openness too late for handsets, but will power the IoT play 

 Microsoft goes open, with free Windows Phone and open source .Net 

 Will build some momentum for its platforms but mobile success will be multi-OS 

 Meanwbile, Nadella must position key technologies for cloud and IoT 

This year‘s Microsoft Build developer conference was even more keenly watched than usual, as 

it marked the real public debut of new CEO Satya Nadella. There were mixed reactions to some 

of the announcements, but the new chief used the occasion effectively to prove that he has a 

clear strategy, and is prepared to make tough calls.  

 

While the death of Windows XP grabbed the headlines, and many of the most convincing plans 

are in the cloud and server areas, there were some strong messages for the mobile and post-PC 

markets, where Microsoft struggles the most. In particular, Nadella pulled off an important dou-

ble-act – cutting the cord with Windows, while pulling Microsoft firmly back to what it knows, 

which is software. 

 

Nadella makes sense of „devices and services‟: 

 

When his predecessor Steve Ballmer announced the ‗One Microsoft‘ reorganization last year, he 

set out ‗devices and services‘ as the foundations of the mobile and client-side strategies. But 

much of his message was lost, or poorly explained, because of confusion over how far Microsoft 

would go to become a devices company. He appeared to be chasing the Apple hardware/

software dream, but Nadella – doubtless aware of Google‘s admission of defeat in the same bat-

tle – has his own definition of ‗devices and services‘, and it‘s all about software.  

 

Not just Windows, but web services like Bing and Azure, which run on many operating systems 

(an may even be launched on iOS or Android first, as with all-touch Office last week). Not just 

Microsoft‘s own cloud services, but integration with those of rivals. That sees Nadella seeking 

to take advantage of the evolution of the next wave of devices – tablets, hybrids, wearables, 

video streamers and so on – not by endlessly extending the Surface hardware brand, but by en-

suring Microsoft services and apps are attractive on all of them. 

 

Last week we saw some early actions within this redefined strategy – that significant Office for 

iPad launch, which sent a clear signal that Windows was no longer the keystone of everything at 

Microsoft; the launch of the Cortana virtual assistant, which shows that, while Microsoft may 

now recognize it must play nice with iOS, it must still try to beat Apple on the apps. Perhaps the 

bravest route would be to sideline Windows altogether and acknowledge that the Bing search 

engine and Azure cloud platform are the real sources of power and market share now, if the ap-

plications which harness them can be pushed out far and wide. 
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